ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION AND THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
t is argued that we have come a long way from paper and pencil accounting systems. Accounting software packages have become commonplace for many organizations in recording business transactions, preparing financial statements and analyzing operations. Accounting software has freed accountants from the manual recording and presentation of financial data. By using accounting software, financial transactions would be recorded more quickly and accurately at a relatively low cost. Moreover, accounting software packages increased overall operational effectiveness by improving both the quantity and quality of management information available (Collins, 1999; Fisher and Fisher, 2001; and Abu-Musa, 2004) .
Years ago, when personal computers were just coming into their own, accounting software was relatively simple. Its single function was to automate the task of double-entry accounting and produce a straightforward balance sheet. As computers became more robust and integrated databases standardized, accounting software developers added more functions-including cost accounting, manufacturing resource planning, customer resource management, human resources, and payroll (Jones, 2002) . Henry (1997) confirmed that the steady decline in the price of information technology and the increasing ses of any size to automate all or little knowledge of accounting to be put to effective use.
User-friendly accounting software might also create significant risks related to the security and integrity of computer and communication systems, data, and management information. West and Zoladz (1993) stated that although computers provide many benefits, inherent computer security issues are not often addressed by management. Many organizations do not realize the importance of computer security until some unauthorized modification to a payroll file, or some other events, occur valuable asset, leaving it without protection is tantamount to underinsuring fixed assets or inventory . Accordingly, in I selecting accounting software package, organizations can no longer afford to ignore the importance of information security in the light of computer fraud, hackers, computer viruses, and other security threats (Abu-Musa, 2004 ).
Jones (2002) argued that in selecting accounting software and the attributes one wants in that accounting software resembles in many ways those one is likely to seek when choosing a spouse. One wants a faithful (accurate) helpmate who grows with him / her (capable of being scaled up). One wants someone he/she can treasure through sickness (financial loss) and in health (profitable growth). One wants the candidate to be capable of intimacy (keep confidences) yet be open to recognizing his or her faults (an audit function to find and fix errors). And most important one wants the relationship to be long lasting-without the need for expensive and debilitating upgrades.
Selecting the most appropriate accounting software package has become one of the most critical decisions for most organizations in the fast-changing business world. Therefore, the accounting software package an organization chooses should be the one that best serves its current needs and can most easily be adapted to satisfy its future needs for information and financial and non-financial reports. Selecting the right accounting software package cannot be taken lightly. If the wrong accounting software is selected the company would be faced with spending a great deal of time and money to acquire and implement a new one. Selecting the wrong accounting software would be a complete disaster for an organization, it might lead to great financial losses, and possibly even bankruptcy. Therefore, it is recommended that an organization should spend a considerable time researching all aspects of the accounting software before taking a decision of buying it. It is argued that purchasing an accounting software package could be the most important company purchase during its life, and should be treated as one of the most important strategic decisions. (See: Simkin, 1992; Tavakolian, 1995; West and Shields, 1998; Tate, 1999; Soukup, 2000 , Mattingly, 2001 Basile et al. 2002; Deshmukh and Romine, 2002; Sampson, 2003; and Abu-Musa, 2004) . Mattingly (2001) stated that choosing the right accounting software is becoming more difficult as the software market becomes increasingly fragmented. In many cases, more product information makes decision-making more difficult rather than less. The risks of leaping into an expensive purchase decision are hard to assess. Collins (1999) also confirmed that selecting the appropriate accounting software for an organization requires a close investigation of many diverse areas. It has been observed that, in selecting accounting software many organizations emphasize on satisfying their current and short term needs for information and financial and non-financial reports, rather than their future and long term needs. According to Collins (1999) long-term needs is an area that often gets lost in the technical assessments of accounting software. It is critical that one should evaluate an m needs. It is also argued that businesses grow and so do their accounting software needs. Accordingly, Collins (1999) advised that an organization should assess the way that its employees use the applications and their needs should be considered in the purchasing decision. However, this does not imply that needs of everyone should be given equal weight. For example, bookkeepers and data-entry staff might tend to place more emphasis on the data-entry task of getting cash and inventory in and out the door, while accountants would focus on providing management with the necessary financial and non-financial reports. It is argued that those making buying decisions rely heavily on the book -assessments of needs and give short shrift to the product s reporting capabilities.
Acquiring the most appropriate accounting software would not be an easy task. One would face many challenges to get accurate and valid information that might be needed to evaluate the competent accounting software packages, and to take the right selection decision. Trade shows, seminars, and magazine articles related to selecting accounting software are typically just telling one about the good stuff. The vendors at trade shows usually provide the users with fancy brochures in which they show the competitive advantages and capabilities of their products. Vendors often skim over or hide the weaknesses or missing bits in their accounting software. They usually try to convince the customer that their product will do all what he/she wants, whether this is actually the case or not. It is less likely or almost impossible that venders would inform the customer about what is missing or what is wrong with their product (Collins, 1999; Tate, 1999; and Abu-Musa, 2004 ).
The lack of reliable independent source of information makes selecting the appropriate accounting software for an organization more complicated. Moreover, many organizations especially new established ones-might not have comprehensive and well-developed lists of their current and future needs for accounting software, which make selecting appropriate accounting software a very difficult task. An organization transferring from manual to computerized accounting systems might lack clear guidelines regarding the main criteria that should be considered in selecting appropriate accounting software, such an organization might have low expectations regarding the capabilities of accounting software, believing that using accounting software would result only in just recording and processing financial transactions much faster and more accurate. On the other hand, organizations that are facing some problems and shortcomings related to their computerized accounting system in place would expect the new software to solve their current problems -overlooking future needs. Accordingly, business strategies and future plans might not be considerably taken into account in such a strategic decision.
Reviewing the available literature revealed that there were neither an integrated comprehensive theoretical framework nor a mathematical model of the main factors and determinants that should be considered in selecting the appropriate accounting software for an organization. The arbitrary selection of accounting software would be a real disaster. Many organizations still believe that no one can guarantee that the selected software would match its current and futures needs for information until the accounting software is completely installed and successfully running. However, it might take a month or few months of operations to investigate whether the selected accounting software satisfies an organization and by then it would be too late to change it.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section highlights the research objectives while section three presents the research methodology. The theoretical framework of the determinants of selecting accounting software and its main components will be discussed in section four. Section five introduces the proposed model of the determinants of selecting the most appropriate accounting software for an organization. This is followed by stating the main steps and procedures of implanting the proposed model in section six, while section seven presents the limitation of the proposed model. The final section of the paper provides the conclusion and recommendations for further research.
B. THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this paper is to investigate, analyze and evaluate the main factors an organization should consider when selecting accounting software. The paper aims also to develop an integrated theoretical framework for the main determinants that would guide and help an organization in selecting the appropriate accounting software that suits its current and future needs. The paper also introduces a proposed mathematical model for the determinants of selecting accounting software for an organization, and presents the empirical steps and procedures to implement the proposed model and put it into practice. The theoretical framework and the proposed model would be beneficial for new organizations considering acquisition of accounting software for the first time and those organizations transferring from manual to computerized accounting systems. It would help organizations in evaluating competitive accounting software packages and rationalizing the selection decisions.
C. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The analytical approach is used in this paper to study, analyze and evaluate the main factors that should be considered in selecting the most appropriate accounting software for an organization. The paper introduces an integrated theoretical framework which links and matches the main characteristics and features of accounting software with business type and size, and the current and expected customer's needs related information and financial and nonfinancial reports. The deductive approach is also used to develop a proposed mathematical model of the determinants of selecting accounting software based on studying, analyzing, and evaluating the proposed determinants in the theoretical part of the paper. Delphi technique was implemented in calculating the maximum points assigned to each determinant in the proposed model according to its materiality using a selected research sample. The proposed model is flexible, the maximum points assigned to each determinant could vary from one organization to another according to their materiality and relative importance to that organization. The proposed accounting software evaluation form (Appendix 1) is expected to help organizations in this regard. The next section will discuss the main determinants of selecting the most appropriate accounting software for an organization and an integrated theoretical framework will be presented.
D. DETERMINATES OF SELECTING AN APPROPRIATE ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The objective of selecting appropriate accounting software is to match the product features with needs. Collins (1999) argued that the single most important question is whether the accounting software could be customized -and if it could, whether the amount of customization is capable of meeting s requirements. Vendor reliability would be also critical. No matter how good a product is, users still have to rely on the vendor. It is usually advised to avoid vendors with limited resources. Since a primary objective of any financial accounting system is producing accurate and reliable financial statements on a timely basis, one should be sure that the accounting software being considered would produce the kind of financial reports that are required -and that it included a wide variety of financial and business reporting ratios.
The process of selecting the accounting software package that best fits an organization s needs might be difficult. Some general steps to follow in evaluating and selecting alternatives are:
Develop macro-level criteria; Do an initial screening of packages to arrive at a short list; Define detailed requirements for specific functions of every management area you expect to computerize; Evaluate the short list through the request for proposal (RFP) process, vendor demonstrations, and vendor site visits; Perform cost/benefit analyses; Call and/or visit vendor references; Select the alternative that seems to provide the best fit; Plan for design and implementation of the package; Develop detailed cost estimates, business case, and value propositions for the project; Conduct software contract negotiations; and Arrange for implementation assistance (i.e., internal or consultants) (Morey, 1999) .
Morey (1999) also mentioned that organizations are using technology to provide themselves with increasing efficiencies and competitive advantages in the marketplace. Used strategically, technology can be the differentiating factor that separates a company from the competition and provides new opportunities for growth. The overriding consideration is finding sof s long-term business goals and the needs of tenants and clients. However, caution must be exercised to keep the planning, implementation, and use of information systems focused on supporting business strategies, organizational structure, and operational requirements-not an end unto itself.
According to Gurton (2001) , power and ease of use are no longer the only criteria for selecting an accounting system. Ease of use is still important but compatibility has increased in importance, too. Now that companies need to communicate via the Internet or Intranet, all must conform to the same standards of transmission and file structures. Despite claims of compatibility, however, it is frequently lacking at the level necessary. The new web-based technology does not only mean universal connectivity, but also inter-operability throughout the enterprise and the embracing of new business techniques like customer relations management. The accountant needs to take a holistic view of the business's needs to ensure that all requirements, now and in the future, will be met.
Collins (1999) argued that there is an old saying, if you ask the wrong question; you are likely to get the wrong answer. That certainly applies when accountants ask which accounting software product is the best. The fact is, there is no best accounting software. There is no single product that suits everyone s needs; but there are probably several that suit one company's specific requirements. So, since the problem is matching software products with a user, the correct question is: how should I go about finding the packages that are right for my business or client? When it comes to accounting software, the search begins by examining both the products features and the vendors behind the products.
ecause accounting software contains hundreds-if not thousandsof features, this may seem like an overwhelming task. While such assessments are not exactly easy, they are not overly difficult, because only a handful of features are critical to making the right choice-and one should focus on those features .
During the selection process, it is important to document each accounting software package, its features, its pros and cons, and whether it fits needs. This information will make it easier to narrow down the choices by developing a short list of promising accounting software requirements, the nature of business and its size, IT environment and infrastructure, the accounting software features and the ties of the accounting software packages should be assessed and considered in order to select appropriate software package for an organization (Figure 1) . The main factors that should be considered in selecting accounting software packages will discussed in the following sections
D. 1. END USER REQUIREMENTS
One of the biggest technology issues facing start-up and smaller companies is choosing the most effective accounting software. Small businesses must remember that the right accounting package is the one that best services the current needs of the business and that can be most easily adapted to their future needs. However, the right solution goes beyond just accounting software, ., 2002). Therefore, it is helpful to think of the software selection decision as a two-fold process: the first step is to decide which features are most important; in the second step, one selects the software that best matches these needs (Simkin, 1992) .
Acquiring appropriate accounting software for an organization could be a real challenge, and should not be undertaken without serious forethought. Certain crucial factors should be taken into consideration before obtaining the accounting software package.
for information and financial and nonfinancial reports before investing in any accounting software package. The main features and attributes of the selected accounting software package should be able to satisfy the business current and future needs. The main factors affecting following sections.
Current Needs
The company must ascertain the problems with the current system. Before deciding that new software is needed, make sure that the most current version is running on the right system. Pinpointing the problems with the current system will help determine what the company should look for in a new package. All employees should have an opportunity to explain their problems with the current system and their expectation of the new system. Once the analysis is complete, the company should eliminate software packages that clearly do not fulfill their needs. This entails evaluating what each program has to offer against what the company requires from their accounting software (Basile et al., 2002) .
In many cases implemented accounting systems in an organization do not adequately satisfy its needs. The first step in that case is to define the problems related to accounting systems in place. A comprehensive list of shortcomings, weaknesses of the accounting software in use should be determined. However, in order to identify the current problems and issues, it might be helpful to survey the opinions of all end users of the accounting software and in a precise way.
Simkin (1992) stated that the accounting software features required by end users are usually dictated by the nature of their organization and can generally be determined by analyzing their existing accounting systems. For example, if an organization sells both products and services, it would require software that can bill for both products and services. Similarly, if an organization requires departmentalized accounting, it must have software that supports this function. Simkin (1992) cautioned that one should not have to trust someone else regarding the vital features he / she required in the accounting software. For example, if the user must have network capability or departmentalized
The selected accounting software package should help the user to manage the business better by tracking receivables, managing cash flow, controlling inventory and, in addition and empower them to make important decisions based on objective information. Accounting software should also support report generation, e-commerce, electronic fund transfer, tax requirements, multiple exchange rates and conversion methods, and the ability to translate into other languages (Soukup, 2000; Mattingly, 2001; Deshmukh and Romine, 2002; and Abu-Musa, 2004) .
Business Size
An organization should decide the expected number of individuals who might use the accounting software simultaneously. It is observed that almost all the top accounting software publishers provide retail pricing for the cost of the eight core modules (general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll, inventory, order entry, job costing, and system management) for 1 user, 5 users, 10 users, 25 users, and 100 users. An organization should select the appropriate accounting software package according to the expected number of users who might use the accounting software at the same time. According to Mattingly (2001), transactions, or many additional users, will want a scalable database to handle their growth. This may considerably increase the software
Business Type
Accounting software packages might be classified as: (a) general accounting software, and (b) specialized accounting software. Specialized accounting software are designed especially to fit the requirements and special needs of some users such as Government Accounting, Fund accounting, Property Management, Oil and Gas, Farming, and General Accounting and Manufacturing software packages. The most popular specialized accounting software packages that have done a good job in specific industries are: Blackbaud (Donor Software), American Fundware (Fund Accounting), Deltek (Government Accounting), Squirrel (Restaurants), Yardi (Property Management), Sun Systems (Oil and Gas), Cougar Mountain (low-end to mid range), Red Wing (farming and general accounting), CYMA (general accounting for the mid range), and Made2Manage (Manufacturing).
Future Needs
West and Shields (1998) stated that selecting accounting software should be considered as a strategic decision. Strategic selection is more about selecting a strategic business partner than it is about finding the one best package. It is more about having flexibility to meet future needs than it is about meeting specific current needs. The s commitment to technology that enables change in the organization, not merely to select and put in a new software package. Therefore, selections should address the strategies and issues of the organization at the top levels. These systems should be chosen with the strategic needs of the organization in mind and not be focused on lower-level, detailed functional requirements. Accordingly, the first step in the process is to analyze the strategic requirements for the new software. An anagement needs to answer the following questions: What are our business strategies and plans for the next three to five years? What are the business drivers for this organization? Are we planning to grow substantially? Will we grow through acquisitions or through internal activities? Are there any major re-organizations planned? Do we plan to take our products global? What partnerships (with customers and suppliers) and joint ventures are we considering? Who are our major competitors, and what do we expect their moves to be? What are our competitive advantages? What are the things that we must do well to beat the competition? How are we currently using technology? What do our current systems look like? Where are the gaps in technology support for the organization? Do they provide the information needed to analyze the business and make decisions? How well are these systems integrated? Are we using new technologies like client/server, EDI, data warehousing, and the Internet? is technology being used by our competitors, customers, and suppliers? What do we know about the technology used by others in our industry? What new applications are being developed? Do our customers and suppliers want EDItransmitted documents or direct access to our system to review inventory levels or order status? (West & Shields, 1998) .
D. 2. ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE FEATURES
The second main factor that would significantly affect the selection among accounting software packages is the features of the accounting software packages. The main features of accounting software package are: customization capabilities, financial reporting, account numbers structure, Web features and e-commerce, foreign currency, databases supported, product modules, price for eight core modules, reseller programs, number of customers, links to third party, programming language, hosting, and security of accounting software (Figure 2 ).
Customization Capabilities
One of the most important features that should be considered in selecting appropriate accounting software cular requirements. Many of the recent accounting software allow the end user of these products to modify them easily. According to Fisher and Fisher (2001) customization capabilities of accounting software is a real concern. Some off-the-shelf applications are offered opportunity for customization the greater will be the cost of the applications.
Collins (1999) noted that the most important question one needs to resolve before deciding on an accounting software package is whether it could be customized-and, if it could, whether the customization will meet the user requirements. The main customization levels are: financial statement-level customization, forms-level customization, screen-level customization, blank user definable fields, default settings, database-level customization, third party integration customization, and help-level customization (Figure 3) . The main customization capabilities of accounting software packages will be briefly discussed in the following sections.
Financial Statement-Level Customization
Customization of financial statements and reports is the most simplistic and important feature of an accounting software. It presents the ability of the accounting software to create new financial statements or edit existing financial statement formats. Some accounting software also allow the user to change the font, add lines, and even add graphic pictures, such as a company logo, directly to the financial statement. This type of customization is fairly common as most accounting software do offer this level of customization. However, some products offer much easier-to-use tools than others. Therefore, one should evaluate this prospective of products by asking the seller to demonstrate the process of inserting a new column and moving an element on both a report and form (Collins, 1999; Abu-Musa, 2004 ).
Forms -Level Customization
According to this feature, the user will be able to customize accounting system forms such as checks, invoices and packing slips. This ability allows the end user to edit the form formats by adding new information to the form or rearranging the information so that it will print properly on pre-printed forms. For example, a user might want to continue using old preprinted checks or invoices even though the organization has just upgraded to a different accounting system. This customization feature allows the user to adjust such printings to fit the old design or to contain exactly the information they desire (Collins, 1999) . 
Screen-Level Customization

Screen -Level Customization
Screen-level customization allows the user to edit, change and add to the data input screens. Users typically can rename, rearrange and even hide existing fields. One should evaluate this prospective of products by asking the seller to demonstrate the process of changing data labels, rearranging data fields on screen, changing the tab order of the fields, inserting new data fields, setting defaults and inserting new tabs on tabbed dialog boxes. Some products might provide full control over the data input screen design while others do not. Other sophisticated capabilities include the ability to set the tab order of the user fields, insert drop down boxes, and embed third party applications with the accounting software user input screen (Collins, 1999) .
Blank User Definable Fields
One of the most favorite features of accounting software packages is the blank user-definable field. This feature enables the end user of accounting software to add new data using the hundreds of unused fields added throughout the accounting system instead of modifying the source code of the accounting software. The end user on accounting software would need only assign a name to that new field and begin inputting data. Accordingly, in selecting an appropriate accounting software one should ensure that the number of blank user-definable fields included in the accounting software satisfies current and future requirements and needs.
Default Settings
Some accounting software products allow the user to specify default settings on a field-by-field basis. Collins (2002) argued that a company that works primarily in Georgia might pre-configure the customer and order entry screen to automatically display Georgia as the default state for each new record. This can save time and improve accuracy. At first glance this might not seem to be much of a time saver, but considering that many organizations process tens of thousands of invoices each year, without a default setting, order entry clerks would need once for each order. Most organizations have default terms, shipping methods, categories, sales person codes, currency codes, etc. By simply establishing default data, even modest sized organizations could save hundreds, if not thousands of hours each year in data entry time. As a twist to this feature, some accounting packages allow the user to setup Boolean lists, or drop down lists to improve speed and accuracy. Still other products enable the user to setup automatic calculations, which enter the default data on the fly.
terms to automatically calculate and enter the discount date or due date.
Database -Level Customization
Database customization allows the end users to change, edit, or add fields and tables to the database of the accounting software. The database customization feature makes database more flexible to satisfy particular requirements of the business and to handle its transactions without changing the database source code. The availability of such feature increases accounting software efficiencies by making it more powerful and friendly to use which would increase its reputation and competitive advantages in the marketplace.
Third Party Integration Customization
Another aspect of customization capabilities that one should consider in selecting accounting software is its ability to integrate third party products with the financial applications. Some accounting software could be much better than others at achieving this feature. However, most popular accounting software in the marketplace has an import feature that allows end users to import data files from other applications such as Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Access. The existence of such a feature in an accounting software could save time by eliminating duplication of effort.
Help -Level Customization
Some accounting software packages offer the end user the ability to enter additional text directly into the help screens. The existence of such feature could increase the usefulness of accounting software and enhance its adaptation ability if it is properly done. This feature makes an accounting software package more sensitive for organizational, economical, cultural, and environmental needs of an organization.
Financial Reporting
A primary objective of any financial accounting system is to provide accurate financial statements on a timely basis. Organizations frequently complain that their accounting software do not produce required financial reports. Other organizations may not be considering the importance of financial reporting, and therefore they fail to fully consider financial reporting capabilities when evaluating and selecting accounting software packages (Collins, 1999; Sampson, 2003; and Abu-Musa, 2004 ).
The most important aspects of financial reporting are the built-in FRx and Crystal Reports, Rating Ratios, Graphics, Pivot Tables, Hot-linking, and Event Triggered Reporting (Alarms) (Figure4). The main elements of the financial reporting characteristics and attributes will be briefly discussed in the following sections.
FRx And Crystal Reports
When it comes to financial reporting, many accounting software products incorporate two third-party products-FRx and Crystal Reports-into their packages rather than develop their own. In recent years those two products have become industry standards. Both work seamlessly with more than 25 top accounting software packages. So dominant is FRx that some products, such as Great Plains Dynamics, Platinum for Windows and Solomon IV, rely on it as their primary financial reporting tool (Collins, 1999) .
In evaluating accounting software, an organization should ask whether such accounting software works with -in module exhibits comparable features. Collins (1999) introduced the following key capabilities and attributes of FRx:
Produces financial statements with up to 256 columns. Links financial data from either a general ledger or other products such as a spreadsheet or database application.
Creates calculations such as expenses divided by units produced. Produces provisional financial statements that is, as if all un-posted transactions have been posted. Views reports on screen and easily drills down from financial summary information into account and transaction details. Sends e-mail reports directly to remote users from the report preview screen. Exports and imports reports to and from spreadsheets. Handles complex calculations such as conditional if-then statements. Provides a drag-and-drop utility in the reporting tree so users can see the financial effect of restructuring.
Creates virtual roll-up structures for reporting at different levels that is, by store, city, state, territory or country. Prepares and distributes presentation-quality reports using customized fonts, colors and other formatting options. Compares revenue and expense figures for different departments by creating side-by-side reports. Operates in a client-server environment.
Figure 4: Financial Reporting Features
According to Collins (1999) FRx primarily offers superior reporting capabilities only from the general ledger module since it was not designed to extract data easily from other modules. However, Crystal Reports has the ability of extracting and reporting transactions from all modules. Both FRx and Crystal Reports are used by the top accounting software packages. Recently, FRx and Crystal Reports have been used by many organizations to resolve their inadequate financial reporting problems.
Rating Ratios
Another important attribute of financial reporting is the built-in ratio reporting. Unfortunately, most accounting software and third-party application developers either ignore this function or don t give it the considerable attention it deserves.
Collins (1999) mentioned that one of the few products that adequately addresses this need is Business Works for Windows a product that serves the low-end market. Each of its modules contains a flash report function that summarizes key financial ratios and highlights key information. The general ledger flash report displays 20 key ratios for the following periods: current, year-to-date and prior-year. Also displayed are sales histories and balance sheet amounts for the past 24 months. The inventory flash report provides, among other things, inventory ratios, days in inventory, a reconciliation of the inventory account for the month, inventory and cost-of-goods-sold balances as well as highlights of the fastest selling and highest profit items. This is vital information that helps management detect problems in time to take corrective measures. In any company, it is important for management to receive a set of financial statements at least monthly, complete with financial ratio reports attached.
Graphics
A picture is indeed s probably worth several thousand numbers. One should check to be sure the accounting software package he/ she is considering could convert numbers into graphics. Several accounting packages can produce pie, line and area charts from the numerical data (Collins, 1999; Abu-Musa, 2004) .
Pivot Table
One of the most powerful analytical tools is pivot tables. Pivot tables are an important tool used in spreadsheets that allows the user to take data and pivot, or turn, it in many different ways so the information can be viewed from different perspectives. For example, it can show the relationship between, say, sales in various cities and sales of individual products, and then, by pivoting the data, it can compare sales broken down by cities with those by individual outlets or by individual sales people (Collins, 1999) .
Hotlinking
Another important financial report feature is the ability to hotlink accounting data directly to an Excel or Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets a feature first found in Platinum for Windows. Such a feature allows the user to export financial statements directly to Lotus or Excel as easily as sending the report to a printer (Collins, 1999) .
Event Triggered Reporting (Alarms)
Many accounting software products have the ability to alert users to predefined financial conditions. With such a feature a chief financial officer (CFO) can create simple calculations that the accounting software continuously compares against a preset value. When that value is exceeded, an alert pops on the computer screen. For example, a CFO might create calculations to sound an alert if cash on hand falls below $100,000, gross margin drops below 20% or the number of days in inventory exceeds 80. In most cases, there is no limit to the number of triggers that can be established (Collins, 1999) .
Accounting software could not only monitor custom events, but it also could alert managers by sending them e-mails. Its alarms automatically monitor amounts related to account balances, customers, vendors and employees. For accounting software packages that don't provide event-triggered alarms, a third-party solution often is available.
Account Numbers Structure
A quick and simple feature that should be investigated and considered in selecting the accounting software is the size and segmentation of the product s account number structure. One could eliminate an inadequate product by first checking this feature. Collins (1999) argued that there are many reasons why it s important to have a larger account number structure. Today s larger companies often have subsidiaries and divisions that must be identified in the accounting system by a fourth, fifth or sixth segments in the account number. In fact, most large not-for-profits organizations need at least four segments in their account number structures -for the account, sub-account, department and program. Many government agencies need at least four segments in their account number structures to identify the account, sub-account, department, and fund. Again, Collins (1999) confirmed that the account number structure is an important feature which could knock any accounting software out of the running instantly. If that structure is inadequate -no matter how superior the product in every other way-the software should be rejected.
Web Features And E-Commerce
In recent years, many accounting software products have begun to add web features and e-commerce capabilities to their products. As the Internet continues to change the way organizations carry out business, these features will become i managers should rethink and reinvest their expectations and requirements from the potential accounting software.
Recognizing this trend, many accounting software vendors have added features designed to accommodate the Internet. The new functions include the ability to:
Publish Web catalogs directly from, and make links to, the software's inventory module. This means customers can see, among other things, real-time information on prices and quantities on hand. Retrieve orders directly from the Web site and import them automatically into the sales order module. Print all reports to a Web page format. Allow users to access reports and accounting data across the Internet using a password.
Let remote users securely enter accounting data and transactions via the Web. Track an order automatically via links to tracking pages of Federal Express or United Parcel Service. Allow users to e-mail reports to users or groups of users. Configure a system to automatically send e-mail reports and messages when triggered by predefined events (Collins, 1999) .
Foreign Currency
Collins (1999) argued that the international marketplace has never been stronger, and the Internet is making that huge market more accessible to even the smallest enterprises. Companies with Web sites suddenly find prospects from halfway around the world can order their products as easily as a customer down the street. Businesses that have never dealt with any currency other than the U.S. dollar are finding they must contend with pounds and rubles and yen and euros, and for the first time they must consider the need for accounting software that supports foreign currency transactions and reporting.
Therefore, in evaluating multi-currency accounting software, one needs to look for several key features. Good multi-currency accounting software should let the end user generate consolidated reports in any currency and to translate financial reports into multiple currencies (Muller, 1994) .
According to Collins (1999) Unfortunately, many accounting software packages and don't provide -currency -important feature to be considered in selecting accounting software, especially for international organizations. The selected software should capabilities of doing foreign currency computations according to the floating daily exchange rate for each relevant foreign currency producing reports that show the effects of favorable and unfavorable exchange rate fluctuations.
Collins (1999) argued that foreign currency requirements became even more complicated as the euro became the official currency of the European Union (EU). Some EU companies already were adjusting for the euro. However, since the new euro coins and notes entered circulation, all EU businesses must use the euro as their local currency. Currently, 15 countries plan to participate in the conversion to the euro: Austria, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and Sweden. Therefore, if one plans to do business in Europe, his/her accounting software should be euro-compliant.
Security Feature Of Accounting Software
Security of computerized systems is a broad concept, encompassing not only the consideration for privacy and keeping information secret (confidentiality), but also the issues of system integrity and availability. Therefore, the need to preserve the accuracy of information and the integrity of data transactions and to ensure the continued availability or continuity of services of the system should be also considered in preserving security. Conversely, threats to system security can threaten the integrity and accuracy as well as the availability of that system and its data (Harris and Sidwell, 1994, p. 548) . Davis (1996) stated that it is an accepted fact that new technology increases the security risks in accounting information systems. McIntyre (1991) confirmed computerized accounting systems are now too well documented to be ignored. Yet many organizations still fail to take computer security ies. This contains 17 documents that provide a comprehensive set of guidelines both for people introducing computer security measures and for companies developing secure computer systems and products. In addition, The Advisory Committee for the Coordinati who are looking for adequate and cost effective security for their information systems. Moreover, The Trusted Computer Security Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), and The Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) provide the criteria that should be considered in evaluating the security aspects of accounting software packages (Abu-Musa, 2001; Solms, 1996) this code of practice was transformed into a standard (The British Standard BS 7799). The main objective of both initiatives is to provide a common basis for companies to develop, implement and measure effective security management. In addition, there is the Data Protection Act, issued in 1987 and revised in 1998.
In Germany, The German Accounting Information Security Agency (Zentralstelle fur sicherheit in der Therefore, security issues should be considered and investigated in order to select a reliable, secured accounting software.
Other Accounting Software Features
There are many other important features and attributes that should be considered when selecting among alternative accounting software packages such as: the programming language used to develop the selected accounting software products, The number of the customers using the accounting software that might represent an indicator of the popularity of the accounting software in the market, the existence of useful links to the third-party applications on web pages, availability of application hosting, and the size and reliability see figure 2 ).
D. 3. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Many organizations often seek to find an accounting software solution that would run on their current computer equipment. The problem with such approach is that it is backward, it puts the cart in front of the horse. The best way to proceed is to find the accounting software that best meets an organization s needs, and only then find the ould be utilized, that would be great. If an current hardware is inadequate, then it should purchase a new hardware. Purchasing new hardware equipment is by far the least expensive component when it comes to implementing a new accounting system. Chances would be that if an organization needs to replace its accounting system, then it also time to replace your hardware anyway (Collins, 1999 , Abu-Musa 2004 . Again, Soukup (2000) confirmed that new software will dictate hardware equipment. If user computers are old, they may need to reinvest. Network upgrades may be necessary, based on the system compatibility requirements of the new software.
D. 4. VENDOR RELIABILITY
Availability of reliable local vendors is very important. In cases that the vendor does not have local staff in place, it should have strategic relationship with third party firms to provide training and consulting services, as well as technical assistance. Regardless of the suitability of the accounting software, users still need to rely on continued support from the vendor. Accordingly, in selecting accounting software one should assure that the vendor is reliable, has the resources to meet requirements and will be available when needed.
West and Shields (1998) mentioned that the vendor of accounting software package would become a strategic partner of the organization for many years, so the selection process should investigate the ability of the vendor to support the future needs of the organization and, in effect, drive the use of future technologies to support the business processes. Collins (1999) confirmed the meaning that many of first-time accounting software users are tending to disregard vendor reliability by fo s quality, price or both. However, selecting a product and then entrusting it with all the organization financial data is not unlike the goals of a marriage: one wants a fruitful, long-term relationship. Once the product is installed, the customer depends on the accounting vendor to supply updates for payroll taxes, sales taxes and even depreciation rates. The customer also must rely on the vendor to fix the inevitable bugs, provide support and continually enhance the product to run on the latest platforms and operating systems. The continued success of the accounting software vendor has a direct bearing on the customer s continued success with the accounting software.
E. DETERMINATES OF SELECTING APPROPRIATE ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE: A PROPOSED MODEL
Based on the theoretical analysis in first part of this paper, it could be argued that selecting the most appropriate accounting software for an organization would be a function in the following variables: the end current and future needs, business type, business size, accounting software features, information technology environment and infrastructure, andvender reliability. However, the real shape of the function could not be determined without investigating it using real empirical data., and such data is not available now due to the paucity of studies in that area. Although we expect a positive relationship between selecting the appropriate accounting software for an organization and the above variables, further, interrelationships and correlations among those variables could be also found. Therefore, it would be convenient for research purposes to assume the existence of a linear relationship between selecting appropriate accounting software and the suggested above determinates. Such assumption is used in many of the previous studies that facing the same problem. The general equation of the proposed model could be formulated as follows: 
